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Abstract

In this article we prove level raising for cuspidal eigenforms modulo prime powers (for odd
primes) of weight k ≥ 2 and arbitrary character, extending the result in weight two established
by the work of Tsaknias and Wiese and generalizing (partially) Diamond-Ribet’s celebrated level
raising theorems.
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1 Introduction

The problem of raising the level of newforms modulo some power of a prime p is part of the study
of congruences between modular forms of different levels. By congruences between modular forms we
mean congruences between the l-th coefficient in the q-expansion where l runs over all rational primes
except a finite number.
The level raising phenomenon (modulo a prime p) was extensively studied in the past thirty years and
it was definitely understood in the classical case thanks to the work of Ribet (see [24]) in weight two
and trivial character, Diamond (see [11]) for weight k ≥ 2 and general characters, and Diamond-Taylor
(see [13]).
In particular, we are interested in the following:

Theorem 1.1. (Ribet, Diamond)
Let f be a newform of weight k ≥ 2, level N , character χ and let p be a prime not dividing N . If l is a
prime not dividing pN and p - 1

2ϕ(N)Nl(k − 2)!, then the following are equivalent:

(a) there exists a l-newform of level lN, say g, such that f ≡ g mod p

(b) a2
l ≡ χ(l)lk−2(l + 1)2 mod p.

Here, the symbol p denotes a prime ideal of the coefficient field of f lying above the rational prime p,
the symbol ϕ denotes Euler’s totient function and al denotes the l-th coefficient of the q-expansion of f .

The fundamental idea of the existence of a non-trivial congruence module introduced and developed
by Ribet in a geometric context (considering Jacobians attached to modular curves of the form X0(N))
was refined in cohomological terms by Diamond (see [12]). Proving the existence of a congruence
module, whose non-triviality is granted by the level raising condition (i.e. the condition (b) in the above
theorem), is the heart of both the proofs of Ribet and Diamond, and its cohomological construction
(together with a cohomological version of Ihara’s lemma) will allow us to apply Ribet’s analysis in a
slightly more general context.
As a natural extension of studying level raising modulo p, one could ask if the same holds modulo pn
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for some positive integer n and if the natural generalization of the level raising condition is the suitable
one in the prime powers setting. More specifically, given a newform of level N whose l-th coefficient
(for a prime l not dividing pN) satisfies a certain level raising condition modulo pn, one could ask if it
is it true that there exists a newform (at l) of level lN which is congruent modulo pn to the original
newform f of level N . We will refer to this question as full level raising problem.
It turns out that for classical newforms satisfying Ribet-Diamond’s level raising condition modulo prime
powers, this is not always the case and we will present a counterexample in the last section. Nevertheless,
there is a result that partially answers the question, namely Diamond proved (see Thm. 2, [11]) that if
the level raising condition holds modulo some power of p, then this gives rise to a family of congruences
modulo lower powers of p between the original newform and possibly different newforms (new at l) of
level lN . We will state the theorem in precise terms in the last section (see Thm. 2.8).
This leads to ask if it is possible to prove the full level raising modulo some prime power if we weaken
the definition of a reduced cusp form modulo some prime power. Indeed, if p is a prime and K is a finite
extension of Qp with ring of integers OK, there is a natural arithmetic definition of cuspidal eigenform
with coefficients in a complete Noetherian local OK-algebra with finite residue characteristic, say A.

Definition 1.1. Let k ≥ 2 and N ≥ 5 be positive integers. A cuspidal eigenform of weight k, level N
(coprime with p) and coefficients in A is an element of the set HomOK-Alg(T, A), i.e. it is an OK-algebra
homomorphism from the Hecke algebra T defined over OK acting faithfully on the space of classical cusp
forms of weight k and level Γ1(N) to A.

According to our understanding, this definition goes back to Carayol (see [7]) and it strictly depends
on the fixed coefficient ring A. A motivation for this definition comes from the classical case (see sec.2.1
in [7]). Indeed, assuming p - N , there exists a perfect pairing of OK-modules between Sk(Γ1(N),OK)
and the Hecke OK-algebra TN given by ϕ : TN × Sk(Γ1(N),OK) → OK where ϕ(T, f) = a1(Tf) (the
first coefficient in the q-expansion of Tf). Moreover, assuming k ≥ 2 and N ≥ 5, this definition is
natural in the sense that it coincides with the definition of Katz cuspidal form with coefficients in A
(see sec. 2.1.4 in [7]).
Now, by a cuspidal eigenform modulo some prime power (in the literature, it is also called “weak”
cuspidal eigenform, see [8], [28]) we simply mean a cuspidal eigenform defined as above with coefficients
in the OK-algebra A = OK/(π

r) where π is a uniformizer and r is a positive integer. A generalized
definition, independent of the chosen ring of coefficients, is given by Chen, Kiming and Wiese (see [8]).
A natural notion of being new for a cuspidal eigenform modulo prime powers will consist of taking only
those homomorphism which factors through the new quotient of the Hecke algebra considered. We will
present a precise definition at the beginning of the next section.
A cuspidal eigenform modulo some prime power does not lift in general to an eigenform in characteristic
zero once we fix the level and the weight, as it is observed by Calegari and Emerton (see [6]). More
explicitly, Chen, Kiming and Wiese presented a general construction for non-liftable cuspidal eigenforms
modulo p2 and an explicit example for p = 3 (see sec. 5.3, [8]). According to our understanding, there is
no known characterization which determines whether or not a cuspidal eigenforms modulo some prime
power comes from the reduction of an eigenform in characteristic zero. The only known case is the one
of cuspidal eigenforms modulo p, thanks to the Deligne-Serre lifting lemma (see Lemma 6.11, [10], see
also Prop. 1.10 [14]).
The cuspidal eigenforms modulo modulo prime powers are of particular arithmetic interest. Naively
speaking, they represent possible systems of modulo pn eigenvalues of the Hecke operators. Level raising,
level lowering and weight lowering modulo prime powers are phenomenona that represent the depen-
dencies which can occur among these possible systems of eigenvalues. Understanding such dependencies
is the motivation for some interesting open conjectures made by Kiming, Rustom and Wiese (see [22]),
also related to a conjecture of Buzzard on bounds for the degrees of the coefficient fields of classical
Hecke eigenforms (see [5]).
Coming back to the level raising problem for cuspidal eigenforms modulo prime powers, the case of
weight two and trivial character was studied by several authors (see sec. 5.6, [2], and sec. 1.4, [1]). In
particular, the most general result has been proved by Tsaknias and Wiese with different techniques
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than the previously mentioned articles (see Thm. 5 in [28]). A partial result was known in the case of
higher weights and trivial character (see Thm. 6.3, [9]).
We will extend Tsaknias-Wiese’s result proving the following:

Theorem 1.2. Let f : TN → OK/(π
r) be a cusp eigenform of level N , weight k and character χ.

Assume that its associated residual Galois representation ρ̄f is absolutely irreducible. Suppose that p
does not divide ϕ(N)N(k − 2)! and the field K is sufficiently big.
If k = p or k = p+ 1, assume that the localized Hecke algebra TM is Gorenstein, where M is the kernel
of the reduction of f modulo π.
Let l be a prime which does not divide pN . Then the two following statements are equivalent:

(i) Tl − ε(l + 1)Rl ∈ Ker(f) for some ε ∈ {±1}, where Rl ∈ TN and R2
l = lk−2χ(l)

(ii) there exists a cusp eigenform g : TN,l → OK/(π
r) of weight k and character χ such that:

(a) f(Tq) = g(Tq) for all primes q - lpN,
(b) g is new at l.

Here, the symbol TN,l denotes the Hecke OK-algebra acting on the space of classical cusp forms of weight
k and level Γ1(N) ∩ Γ0(l).

Remark 1.1. As we will clarify later, by K sufficiently big, we mean a finite extension of Qp which
contains a square root of χ(l) and, if k is odd, it contains a square root of l.

In section 2.1, we will see how to associate to each cuspidal eigenform modulo πr (whose residual
Galois representation is absolutely irreducible) a Galois representation with coefficients in OK/(π

r).
This was done by Carayol (see Thm. 3, [7]) using deformation theory. Carayol’s construction will allow
us to transpose properties of classical newforms to properly defined newforms modulo prime powers and
this will lead us to determine the “correct” level raising condition for the level raising problem in this
setting.
In section 2.2, we will study such a condition, comparing it with the one considered by Ribet and
Diamond in the classical case. Finally, we will show the necessity of this condition if we assume the
existence of a congruence coming from level raising.
In section 2.3, we state the main result of this article and in section 2.4 we give a proof based on the
cohomological version of Ihara’s lemma proven by Diamond (see [11]). In section 3, we present a family
of examples of general interest for the level raising phenomenon.

Acknowledgements: This work was prepared during a PhD at the University of Luxembourg. I
would like to thank my advisor G. Wiese for suggesting the problem, valuable guidance and stimulating
discussions. I would also like to thank A. Rahm for the help in finding examples for the level raising
phenomenon, S. Anni and L. Dieulefait for many interesting discussions and the careful reviewer.

2 Raising the level of cusp eigenforms modulo prime powers of
weight k ≥ 2

In order to generalize Tsaknias-Wiese’s level raising result (see [28]) to cuspidal eigenforms modulo
prime powers of weight greater than 2, we first need to establish a necessary condition for the level
raising. We will then compare it with the one considered in the classical case by Ribet (see [24], see
also [12]) and Diamond (see [11]).
As in the previous sections, K will denote a finite extension of Qp for a fixed prime p ≥ 5, OK will
denote its ring of integers and π will denote a uniformizer. We will assume that p is different from 2.
Let N ≥ 5 and k ≥ 2 two positive integers. Throughout the paper, we consider them fixed. From now
on, we assume that the prime p does not divide ϕ(N), where ϕ is the Euler’s totient function.
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We fix once and for all a Dirichlet character χ : (Z/NZ)× → O×K . We will denote by TN the OK-
subalgebra of EndK(Sk(Γ1(N), χ,K)) generated by the Hecke operators Tn for n ≥ 1. Ifm ∈ N is coprime
with pN , the OK-algebra TN contains the modified diamond operators Sm := mk−2〈m〉 = mk−2χ(m);
they are scalar operators.
As we will see in detail later on, the condition that p does not divide ϕ(N) ensures us that Sk(Γ1(N), χ,OK)
is a direct summand in Sk(Γ1(N),OK).
Similarly, if l is a prime which does not divide pN , we define the Hecke algebra TN,l of level lN as the
OK-subalgebra of EndK(Sk(Γ1(N)∩Γ0(l), χ,K)) generated by the Hecke operators. Note that Sl ∈ TN,l
since we are considering the congruence subgroup Γ1(N) ∩ Γ0(l).

2.1 Galois representations attached to cuspidal eigenforms modulo prime
powers

Let A be a complete Noetherian local OK-algebra with finite residue field of characteristic p. Let f be
an element in the set HomOK-alg(TN , A), or in other words, a cuspidal eigenform with coefficients in A
and character χ.
First of all, we will start to associate to f a residual Galois representation ρ : Gal(Q̄/Q)→ Gl2(F̄p).
Let f̄ be the reduction of f modulo the unique maximal ideal MA of A, i.e. the composition of f
with the natural projection map from A to the quotient A/MA. Now, f̄ is a cusp eigenform whose
coefficients lie in a finite extension of Fp.
By a lemma of Carayol (see Prop. 1.10 [14]) and recalling the assumption p ≥ 5, we obtain that f̄ comes
from the reduction of a classical (i.e. holomorphic) Hecke eigenform g ∈ Sk(Γ1(N), χ) with coefficients
in an order of a number field.
By a theorem of Deligne and Shimura, we can associate to g, and so to f̄ , a semisimple residual Galois
representation ρ : Gal(Q̄/Q) → Gl2(F̄p) which is unramified outside the primes which divide pN and
such that Trace(ρ(Frobq)) = f̄(Tq) and Det(ρ(Frobq)) = qf̄(Sq) = qk−1χ(q) for any prime q which does
not divide pN . We will denote this residual representation associated to f̄ by ρf̄ .
Assuming that ρf̄ is absolutely irreducible, a theorem of Carayol (Thm. 3, [7]), allows us to associate
to each cusp eigenform with coefficients in A, a Galois representations ρf with coefficient in A whose
reduction modulo the maximal ideal MA coincides with ρf̄ . In other words, the representation ρf is a
deformation of ρf̄ .
In other terms, the following result holds:

Theorem 2.1. (Carayol)
Let f : TN → A be a cusp eigenform of level N , weight k, character χ and coefficients in A such that
its residual associated Galois representation is absolutely irreducible. Then there exists a unique (up to
isomorphism) continuous representation:

ρf : Gal(Q̄/Q) −→ Gl2(A)

which is unramified at primes not dividing pN , and which satisfies the relations:{
Trace(ρf (Frobq)) = f(Tq)

Det(ρf (Frobq)) = f(qSq) = qf(Sq) = qk−1χ(q)
for all primes q - pN.

Hence, let r ≥ 1 be an integer and let f be a cusp eigenform on Γ1(N) of character χ, weight
k ∈ N≥2, level N ∈ N and coefficients in A := OK/(π

r) whose attached residual Galois representation
is absolutely irreducible.
Using Carayol’s theorem, we associated to f a Galois representation

ρf : Gal(Q̄/Q) −→ Gl2(OK/(π
r))

such that: {
Trace(ρf (Frobq)) = f(Tq)

Det(ρf (Frobq)) = f(qSq) = qf(Sq) = qk−1χ(q)
for all primes q - pN
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and which is unramified outside the set of primes dividing pN .
Now, since we are interested in congruences between cusp eigenforms of level N and level lN modulo
some power of p , we need to understand what happens to these representations at the (possibly bad)
prime l.
The strategy will be the following: first, we will briefly recall the construction of the universal represen-
tation in Carayol’s proof of the above theorem, then we will consider a cusp eigenform modulo prime
powers g of level lN (i.e. with respect to the congruence subgroup Γ1(N)∩Γ0(l) where l does not divide
N) which is new at l, and we will use the Carayol’s universal representation construction to deduce
some properties on the Galois representation ρg associated to g.
As long as it is possible, we will work in the general context where coefficients of the cusp eigenforms
lie in a complete Noetherian local OK-algebra A with finite residue field of characteristic p.
Let f be a cusp eigenform defined as in the above theorem. We define f̄ the reduction of f modulo the
maximal ideal MA of A. We denote by M the kernel of f̄ : TN → A/MA ↪→ F̄p; it is a maximal ideal.
Since A is complete, by the universal property of completion, we have that f factors through the
completion of the Hecke algebra at M, i.e. we have the following commutative diagram:

TM

T A,

f̃

f

λuniv

where λuniv is the natural ring homomorphism from T := TN to its completion atM. Note that, when
it is possible (i.e. clear from the context), we will drop the subscript denoting the level considered in
order to simplify the notation.
This implies that if we are able to construct a Galois representation of the so-called (e.g. [7]) universal
Hecke eigenform λuniv, then we can associate to f the Galois representation given by the composition
between the universal one and the homomorphism Gl2(TM)→ Gl2(A) induced by f̃ .
Following Carayol, we proceed as follows: first we consider the OK-subalgebra of TN generated by all
the Hecke operators Tn with gcd(n, pN) = 1 and we denote it by T′ ⊂ T. Note that in this context, the

diamond operators are just scalars. We denote by T̂′M the integral closure of T′M in T′M⊗K, where T′M
is the image of T′ in TM (we drop the subscript that denotes the level N of the Hecke algebra). Since the

Hecke operators Tn with gcd(n,N) = 1 are simultaneously diagonalizable, the ring T̂′M is isomorphic
to the finite product of some rings of integers of finite extensions of K which we denote by Ej where the
index j runs over a finite subset J of the positive integers. The finite set J is in bijection with the set
of classical normalized eigenforms, up to Gal(K̄/K)-conjugacy, whose residual Galois representation is
isomorphic to ρ̄f . Hence, we have an injection:

T′M ↪→ T̂′M ∼=
∏
j∈J
OEj .

Now, fixing an i ∈ J , we can consider the composition with the standard projection on the i-th compo-
nent Pri and so we get the ring homomorphism gi:

gi : T′ → T′M ↪→ T̂′M ∼=
∏
j∈J
OEj

Pri−−→ OEi
.

The above homomorphism gi can be extended to a homomorphism gi : T → Ẽi where Ẽi is a finite
extension of Ei. In order to do so, we need to define gi on the operators Tq where q is a prime dividing

the level N . Since all these operators satisfy their characteristic polynomials, it is enough to define Ẽi
as the smallest field in which these characteristic polynomials split completely. Moreover since we have
a finite number of these polynomials, we get a finite degree extension of Ei. For simplicity, we keep
denoting these extensions by Ei.
Now, the ring homomorphism gi is a classical normalized eigenform with coefficients in a finite extension
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of Qp whose residual Galois representation is isomorphic to ρ̄f . By a theorem of Deligne and Shimura,
we can associate to each of the gi a Galois representation ρgi : Gal(Q̄/Q) → Gl2(Ei) such that the
traces of the images of Frobenius elements at primes different from p and not dividing the level are
the coefficients of the q-expansion associated to the cusp form gi. Finally, it is enough to define the
representation of the universal modular form as the product of the ρgi for all the finite indexes i, so we
get:

ρuniv :=
∏
i∈J

ρgi : Gal(Q̄/Q)→ Gl2(T̂′M) ∼= Gl2

(∏
i∈J
OEi

)
∼=
∏
i∈J

Gl2(OEi
).

Now, a priori we know that the image of the universal representation is contained in Gl2(T̂′M), but it
actually lies inside Gl2(T′M). In order to show this, it is sufficient to observe that, since we are assuming
that the residual Galois representation attached to f is absolutely irreducible, the claim follows from
a theorem of Carayol (see Thm.2 in [7]; or sec. 6 in [23]), Chebotarev’s density theorem and from the
fact that the traces at Frobenius elements lie in T′M. The existence of the representation ρuniv allows
us to define ρf as the Galois representation attached to f via the following commutative diagram:

Gl2(T′M) ↪→
∏
i∈J Gl2(OEi)

Gal(Q̄/Q) Gl2(A)

f̃?

ρf :=f̃?◦ρuniv

ρuniv

where the homomorphism f̃? is the one induced functorially by f̃ : TM → A on the general linear
groups.
Now, we want to introduce a notion of newform for cuspidal eigenforms with coefficients in a complete
Noetherian local OK-algebra A, and deduce useful properties of its associated Galois representations.
This will allow us to find a necessary congruence condition for the level raising problem in the next
section.
Let l be a prime not dividing pN and let Tl-new

N,l be the OK-algebra generated by all Hecke operators

inside the endomorphism ring of the K-vector space Sk(Γ1(N)∩Γ0(l), χ,K)l-new. It is a natural quotient
of the Hecke algebra TN,l. Note that when it is possible (i.e. clear from the context) we will drop the
subscript that denotes the level in the symbol Tl-new

N,l . We give the following:

Definition 2.1. Let g : TN,l → A be a cuspidal eigenform of level lN weight k, character χ. The
cuspidal eigenform g is l-new if it factors (as OK-algebra homomorphism) via the quotient Tl-newN,l .

A careful analysis of Carayol’s construction of the universal Galois representation will allow us to
translate properties of classical l-newforms to cuspidal eigenforms which are l-new in the above sense.
Fix a cuspidal eigenform g : TN,l → A of weight k, character χ which is new at l. Let N be the kernel
of the reduction of g modulo the maximal ideal of A. Localizing TN,l at the maximal ideal N and
denoting by N l-new the image of the maximal ideal N via the natural projection TN,l � Tl-new

N,l , we have

the following commutative diagram (note that N l-new is still a maximal ideal):

Tl-new
N l-new

Tl-new A

g̃

g

λuniv
l-new

where λuniv
l-new is the natural homomorphism from Tl-new to its localization at N l-new.

Hence we can consider the “universal” Galois representation given by the product of all the Galois
representations associated to the classical Hecke eigenforms which are new at l:

ρuniv
l-new : Gal(Q̄/Q) −→ Gl2(Tl-new

N l-new) ↪→ Gl2

(∏
i∈J̃

OEi

)
∼=
∏
i∈J̃

Gl2(OEi
)
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where J̃ is a finite set in bijection with the classical l-newforms of level N whose residual Galois
representation is isomorphic to the residual Galois representation of g.
Now, recalling that we are always assuming that l does not divide pN , the representation ρuniv

l-new has an
explicit description at the prime l:

Lemma 2.2. Consider the universal Galois representation

ρunivl-new : Gal(Q̄/Q)→ Gl2(Tl-newN l-new)

associated to the newforms at l constructed above. Then the trace map is well defined at Frobl and it
satisfies:

Trace(ρunivl-new)(Frobl) = (l + 1)Ul

where Ul ∈ Tl-newN l-new . Equivalently, since by definition the finite set J̃ defined above is in bijection with

the (finite) set of classical Hecke newforms at l of level lN (denoted by hi for i in J̃), we have that:

Trace(ρunivl-new)(Frobl) = ((l + 1)hi(Ul))i∈J̃ ∈
∏
i∈J̃

OEi .

Proof. Let h be a classical Hecke newform at l of level lN , and consider the Galois representation ρh
attached to h by Deligne and Shimura. Since h is new at l, it is well known (e.g sec. 3.3, [29]) that ρh
is ordinary at the prime l. We should recall that being ordinary is a deformation condition (sec. 30,
[23]). Moreover, we have a very explicit description of ρh when restricted to the decomposition group
GQl

(see Lemma 2.6.1, [16]). Indeed, let VIl be the largest quotient of the Galois module V given by the
representation ρh, on which the inertia group Il acts trivially. Then there exists an unramified character
η : GQl

→ Q̄p such that:

(1) η(Frobl) = al(h) = h(Ul)

(2) GQl
acts on VIl via the character η

(3) ρh∣∣
GQl

=

(
ωpη ?

0 η

)
where ωp denotes the p-adic cyclotomic character. Here, the symbol al(h) denotes the l-coefficient of
the q-expasion attached to h. Now, since l 6= p, we deduce that the trace is well defined at the Frobenius
at l and then:

Trace(ρh)(Frobl) = (ωp(Frobl) + 1)η(Frobl) = (l + 1)h(Ul).

Since the representation ρuniv
l-new is defined as the product

∏
i∈J̃ ρhi , it follows that the semi-simplification

of its restriction to the decomposition group GQl
is unramified, and so the claim follows.

Remark 2.1. The key role in the above proof is played by the local property (at l) of the Galois
representation attached to a newform (at l) which consists of being ordinary at l. We refer the reader
to section 5 in [25] for a very clear explanation on the reason why the property holds.

Now, from the above lemma we deduce that if g : TN,l → A is a cusp eigenform of level lN , new
at l with weight k, character χ and coefficients in A, then, as already mentioned above, its Galois
representation ρg factors through the universal representation ρuniv

l-new. Hence, denoting by g̃ the map
Tl-new
N l-new → A induced by g, and denoting by g̃? the map induced on the general linear groups by g̃, we

can apply the trace map and get:

Trace(ρg)(Frobl) = Trace(g̃?(ρ
univ
l-new))(Frobl) = g̃((l + 1)Ul) = (l + 1)g(Ul).

Note that even though ρg is a priori not unramified at l, the image of the restriction at the l-
decomposition group is contained in a Borel subgroup and the two characters on the main diagonal
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are unramified at l, hence its semisimplification is unramified as well and so the trace and the determi-
nant are well defined at Frobl.
A key fact in proving the necessity of the level raising condition lies in the explicit description of the l-th
coefficient of a classical newform of level lN , and now we will show how this knowledge can be extended
in the more general case of cuspidal eigenforms modulo prime powers. More specifically, Hida proved
(see Lemma 3.2, [18]) that if g is a classical newform (at l) of level lN (as usual, l - N), weight k ≥ 2,
and character χ of conductor which divides N , then al(g)2 = lk−2χ(l), where as usual al(g) denotes the
l-coefficient of the q-expansion of g. In other words, every OK-algebra homomorphism g : TN ;l → OK
which is new at l satisfies g(U2

l − Sl) = 0. We observe that we can apply Hida’s lemma because we are
working with the congruence subgroup Γ1(N) ∩ Γ0(l) and so the conductor of χ is coprime to l.
This result can be easily generalized to cuspidal eigenforms with coefficients in A of level lN which are
new at l by observing that, thanks to the result of Hida mentioned before, the operator U2

l − Sl is in
the kernel of the natural projection TN,l � Tl-new

N,l .
Hence, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 2.3. Let g : TN,l → A a cuspidal eigenform of weight k ≥ 2, level lN , character χ and
coefficients in A, which is new at l. Then g satisfies g(U2

l − Sl) = 0.

The proof is immediate from the definition of g being new at l since the operator U2
l −Sl belongs to

the kernel of the natural projection TN,l � Tl-new
N,l . It is also worth to mention that this result can be

expressed in terms of properties of the Galois representation attached to a cuspidal eigenform new at l
with coefficients in the OK-algebra A. Indeed, it is enough to observe that by construction:

Det(ρuniv
l-new)(Frobl) = lU2

l = lSl

where the last equality holds because of Hida’s result. We recall that the determinant is well defined
at Frobl since the semi-simplification of the restriction of ρuniv

l-new to the decomposition group GQl
is

unramified at l. Hence, Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 give the explicit formula for the characteristic
polynomial at Frobl:

charpol((ρuniv
l-new)(Frobl))(x) = x2 − (l + 1)Ulx+ lSl.

We recall that, for the sake of simplicity, we are making an abuse of notation in using the same symbol
Ul for the l-th Hecke operator in the Hecke algebra T of level lN , and for the images of Ul in the
completion TN and Tl-new

N l-new .
Finally, we ready to use the theory of Galois representations to compare the coefficients of cuspidal
eigenforms modulo prime powers in a context of level raising.

2.2 The level raising condition

In this section we will find a necessary condition for two cusp eigenforms modulo πr (one of level N and
one of level lN , new at l where l does not divide pN) to be equal (modulo πr) almost everywhere. We
will do it by comparing the associated Galois representations constructed in the previous subsection.
Let A := OK/(π

r) for some positive integer r. Let f be a cusp eigenform of level N , weight k, character
χ and coefficients in A. As usual let l be a prime not dividing pN . We will always assume that the
semisimple residual Galois representation ρf̄ attached to f is absolutely irreducible. Then, by Carayol’s
theorem (see Thm. 3, [7]) mentioned above, we have that ρf is unramified at l and it satisfies:

Trace(ρf (Frobl)) = f(Tl).

As in the previous section, let g be a cusp eigenform of level lN , new at l, same weight and character of f
with coefficients in A. By the discussion in the previous section, we know that the Galois representation
ρg attached to g through Carayol’s theorem satisfies the well-defined property:

Trace(ρg)(Frobl) = (l + 1)g(Ul).
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Hence, if we assume that f is congruent to g, i.e. f(Tn) = g(Tn) for all positive integers n coprime with
lpN , we have that in terms of Galois representations:

Trace(ρf (Frobq)) = Trace(ρg(Frobq))

for all primes q not dividing plN .
Hence, by the Chebotarev’s density theorem, the representations ρf and ρg agree on a subset of density
one of the set of generators of the absolute Galois group, hence they agree at all the traces, in particular
at l. Thanks to a theorem of Carayol (see Thm.1, [7]), the two representations ρf and ρg are isomorphic.
In particular,

Trace(ρf (Frobl)) = Trace(ρg(Frobl)),

where Trace(ρg(Frobl)) is well defined since the characters on the diagonal of the restriction of ρg at
the decomposition group at l are unramified. More explicitly, we have

f(Tl) = (l + 1)g(Ul) in OK/(π
r),

where Tl ∈ TN and Ul ∈ TN ;l. Moreover, we can make the above condition independent of g and get
the necessary so-called level raising condition. In order to do so, we first need to introduce a special
operator in the Hecke algebra TN ;l. Assume that the field K is sufficiently big in the sense that it
contains the roots of the polynomial x2 − χ(l) and, if the weight k is odd, it contains a square root of
l, then the following lemma holds:

Lemma 2.4. There exists an operator Rl in the OK-algebra TN ;l such that R2
l = Sl.

Proof. Indeed, fix an odd positive integer m and fix once and for all a root ζ ∈ K of the polynomial
x2 − χ(l).

We define the operator Rl := (l
2−k
2 ζ−1)mS

m+1
2

l (see also sec. 4, [12] for a similar definition in weight
k = 2). A straightforward computation shows that R2

l = Sl. Note that if g : TN ;l → A is a cusp

eigenform then g(Rl) = l
k−2
2 ζ, and so the operator Rl does not depend on the choice of m. We need to

prove that Rl lies in the OK-algebra TN ;l.

Since m is odd and Sl ∈ TN ;l we deduce that S
m+1

2

l ∈ TN ;l. Since χ(l) is a root of unity and ζ ∈ K we

deduce that ζ ∈ O×K , so same holds for ζ−m. Since l
k−2
2 ∈ O×K we conclude that Rl ∈ TN ;l.

Indeed, since g(Ul)
2 = g(Sl), the assumption p 6= 2 and Hensel’s lemma ensure that there exists an

εl,g ∈ {±1} such that g(Ul) = εl,gg(Rl) = εl,gl
k−2
2 ζ. We recall that ζ ∈ O×K satisfies ζ2 = χ(l) and it

exists because, by assumption, K contains the splitting field of pl,χ(x) = x2 − χ(l) = 0.

Since g has the same weight k, and same character χ of f , we finally conclude that:

f(Tl) = εl,g(l + 1)f(Rl) = εl,g(l + 1)l
k−2
2 ζ in OK/(π

r).

Denoting the kernel of f : TN → OK/(π
r) by I, we then restate the above necessary property for the

level raising as: for ε ∈ {±1}

Tl − ε(l + 1)Rl ∈ I (LRC)ε

We will refer to the above condition by “level raising condition of parameter ε”, or shortly (LRC)ε.
Then we have proven the following necessary condition for the level raising in the context of newforms
modulo prime powers:

Proposition 2.5. Let f : TN → OK/(π
r) be a cusp eigenform of weight k ≥ 2, level N ∈ Z>0, character

χ where K is a sufficiently big, finite extension of Qp. Assume that ρf̄ is absolutely irreducible. Let l be
a prime such that l - pN . Suppose there exists a cusp eigenform g : TN,l → OK/(π

r) of level lN , same
weight and character as f , which is new at l and that satisfies:

f(Tn) = g(Tn) for all n ∈ N such that gcd(n, plN) = 1

then f satisfies (LRC)ε for some ε ∈ {±1}.
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Remark 2.2. By K sufficiently big we mean a finite extension of Qp which contains a square root of
χ(l) and, if k is odd, it contains a square root of l.

We want to remark that in the literature (e.g. [24], [11], [29]) the level raising condition is usually
expressed as follows:

T 2
l − (l + 1)2Sl ∈ I (LRC)

2
.

We will refer to the above condition as (LRC)
2
. Clearly, if f is a cusp eigenform modulo πr which

satisfies (LRC)ε, then it satisfies also (LRC)
2
. The converse does not hold in general. Before stating

the result connecting the two level raising conditions we need some definitions. First, we will denote
by vπ the π-adic valuation on OK. Now, let f : TN → OK/(π

r) be a cusp eigenform of weight k and
character χ. Let l be a prime which does not divide pN such that f satisfies the level raising condition
at l given by (LRC)

2
. Let s ≤ r− 1 be a positive integer. As usual we denote by I the kernel of f . We

define Is as the kernel of the composition fs : TN → OK/(π
r) � OK/(π

s) where the first arrow is given
by f and the second one is given by the natural projection. We say that f satisfies s-(LRC)ε if there
exists an ε ∈ {±1} such that the reduction of f mod πs, i.e. fs, satisfies fs(Tl) − ε(l + 1)fs(Rl) ∈ Is.
For instance, the conditions r-(LRC)ε and (LRC)ε are the same. The condition 0-(LRC)ε is the empty
condition. Now we are ready to present the following result which states a more precise connection
between the level raising conditions. We recall that we are assuming that p is an odd prime.

Lemma 2.6. Let f : TN → OK/(π
r) a cusp eigenform of weight k and character χ. Let l be a prime

which does not divide pN such that f satisfies the level raising condition at l given by (LRC)
2
. Let v be

the value of the π-adic valuation at l + 1, i.e. v = vπ(l + 1).
Then there exists an ε ∈ {±1} such that f satisfies the following level raising conditions (r−v)-(LRC)ε.

In particular, if the prime l satisfies vπ(l + 1) = 0, then the conditions (LRC)
2

and (LRC)ε for some
ε ∈ {±1} are equivalent.

Proof. The result comes from straightforward computations modulo prime powers. Consider the identity
f(Tl)

2−(l+1)2f(Sl) = (f(Tl)−(l+1)f(Rl))(f(Tl)+(l+1)f(Rl)) and define a := vπ(f(Tl)−(l+1)f(Rl))
and b := vπ(f(Tl) + (l + 1)f(Rl)). We can assume, without loss of generality, that a ≤ b. Since
vπ(2f(Rl)) = 0, we have that

v = vπ(l + 1) = vπ(f(Tl)− (l + 1)f(Rl)− f(Tl)− (l + 1)f(Rl)) ≥ min{a, b} = a,

and so we deduce that b = r−a ≥ r−v. In other words, the cuspidal eigenform f satisfies (r−v)-(LRC)−.

2.3 The level raising congruence

As in the previous section, let N ≥ 5, r and k ≥ 2 be positive integers. Fix an odd prime p not dividing
N . Let K be a sufficiently big finite extension of Qp, with ring of integers OK and a uniformizer π.
We will prove the following:

Theorem 2.7. Let f : TN → OK/(π
r) be a cusp eigenform of level N , weight k and character χ.

Assume that its associated residual Galois representation ρ̄f is absolutely irreducible. Suppose that p
does not divide ϕ(N)N(k − 2)!.
If k = p or k = p+ 1, assume that the localized Hecke algebra TM is Gorenstein, where M is the kernel
of the reduction of f modulo π.
Let l be a prime which does not divide pN . Then the two following statements are equivalent:

(i) f satisfies the level raising condition (LRC)ε at the prime l for some ε ∈ {±1}
(ii) there exists a cusp eigenform g : TN,l → OK/(π

r) of level lN, weight k and character χ which satisfies:

(ii.1) f(Tq) = g(Tq) for all primes q - lpN,
(ii.2) g is new at l, i.e. it factors through the quotient Tl-newN,l .
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Remark 2.3. The theorem specializes to Ribet’s and Diamond’s results (for p 6= 2, 3 and assuming the
Gorenstein condition for k = p and k = p+1 for the localized Hecke algebra) when k ≥ 2 and r = 1 (see
Thm. 1 in [24], and Thm. 1 in [11]) thanks to the Deligne-Serre’s lifting lemma (see Lemma 6.11, [10])
and Carayol’s lemma (see Prop. 1.10 [14]). As a consequence of Carayol’s lemma, we can still recover
Diamond’s theorem in the case p = 3 and non-trivial character if some extra conditions on χ hold.
Moreover, under the restriction p 6= 2, it specializes to Tsaknias-Wiese’s result when k = 2 and r ≥ 1
(see Thm. 5 in [28]).

Remark 2.4. The Gorenstein property for the localized Hecke algebra at some maximal ideal of char-
acteristic p (odd prime) arises naturally in the context of residual modular Galois representations to
study multiplicity one questions and it was extensively studied by several authors.
Being Gorenstein is a property of Noetherian local rings and as such it can be studied from a purely
algebraic point of view (see [27]). Concerning Hecke algebras, for weight k = 2, it is always true that
the localization at a maximal ideal (whose characteristic p does not divide the level N) is Gorenstein
(see Thm. 9.2, [15]).
The case of general weight 2 ≤ k ≤ p− 1, was settled by a theorem of Faltings and Jordan (see [17]).
The cases corresponding to weights k = p or k = p+1 are more complicated. One can still find sufficient
conditions for the Gorenstein property to hold in the article of Edixhoven (see [15]); but there are known
counterexamples due to Kilford and Wiese (see [21]) and theoretical results, due to Wiese (see [30]),
that establish the existence of counterexamples in general. Moreover, in [21], a notion of Gorenstein
defect is defined and studied.

Remark 2.5. Here we summarize the key points of the proof of Theorem 2.7, which will be given in
details in the next section.
In order to raise the level of a cusp eigenform f : TN → OK/(π

r) we first construct a TN -module Wf

such that AnnT(Wf ) = Ker(f) and the action is given by T · w = f(T )w for all w ∈ Wf and for all
T ∈ TN . The TN -module structure of Wf determines uniquely the cuspidal eigenform f (this will be a
consequence of lemma 2.10).
By a (slightly adapted) result of Diamond (see Lemma 3.2, [11]) and assuming the level raising condition
(LRC)ε for some ε ∈ {±1}, it is possible to associate toWf a TN,l-module Vf such that TN ;l/AnnTN,l

(Vf )
is isomorphic (as OK-algebra) to OK/(π

r). The structure homomorphism of Vf as TN ;l-module is given
by a OK-algebra homomorphism g : TN,l → EndOK(Vf ) which factors via the natural projection (we
keep calling it g) g : TN,l → TN,l/AnnTN,l

(Vf ). By construction, the OK-algebra homomorphism
g : TN,l → OK/(π

r) (i.e. a cuspidal eigenform modulo πr of level lN) will satisfy f(Tn) = g(Tn) for all
positive integers n coprime with lpN .
Finally, we will prove that g is new at l, i.e. it factors through Tl-new

N,l . Indeed, assuming the level raising
condition (LRC)ε, we prove that Ul − εRl is contained in AnnTN,l

(Vf ) and, as a consequence, Vf is a
TN,l-submodule of a non-trivial congruence module Ω, i.e. a TN ;l-module whose annihilator AnnTN,l

(Ω)
contains both the kernels of the natural projections of the Hecke algebra TN,l onto its l-old and l-new
parts. The existence of such congruence module is granted by the work of Diamond (see [11]). Hence, we
have that AnnTN,l

(Ω) ⊆ AnnTN,l
(Vf ). It follows that Ker(TN,l � Tl-new

N,l ) is contained in AnnTN,l
(Vf ),

and so in particular g factors through the quotient Tl-new
N,l , i.e. it is new at l.

2.4 Proof of Theorem 2.7

The necessity of the level raising condition is exactly the content of Proposition 2.5. Hence, we need to
prove that if f satisfies (LRC)ε for some ε ∈ {±1} then there exists a cusp eigenform g : TN,l → OK/(π

r)
such that f(Tn) = g(Tn) for every n such that (n, lN) = 1 and such that g factors through Tl-new

N,l .
Denote the kernel of f : TN → OK/(π

r) by I. Assume that

Tl − ε(l + 1)Rl ∈ I (LRC)ε

for some ε ∈ {±1}. Denote by f̄ the reduction of f modulo π and denote by M its kernel. We have
that M is a maximal ideal and I ⊆M.
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For k ≥ 2, and for Γ any congruence subgroup of Sl2(Z), let Lk−2(OK) denote the Γ-module Symk−2(O2
K).

The Γ-module structure of Lk−2(OK) is induced by the symmetric power of the module structure of O2
K

given by standard matrix multiplication.
The parabolic cohomology group H1

P (Γ1(N), Lk−2(OK)) is obtained as a subgroup of the standard coho-
mology group H1(Γ1(N), Lk−2(OK)) by considering the cocycles w satisfying w(γ) ∈ (γ − 1)Lk−2(OK)

for all parabolic elements γ ∈ Γ1(N), i.e. all the matrices conjugate to ±
(

1 d
0 1

)
for some integer d

(see sec. 1.4 [26]). Recalling that l does not divide pN , we define:

W (OK) = Image(H1
P (Γ1(N), Lk−2(OK))

j1−→ H1
P (Γ1(N), Lk−2(K)))

V (OK) = Image(H1
P (Γ1(N) ∩ Γ0(l), Lk−2(OK)))

j2−→ H1
P (Γ1(N) ∩ Γ0(l), Lk−2(K)))

where the maps j1 and j2 are the ones induced on cohomology by the natural injection of OK in K.
Consider the OK-module K/OK, we define: W (K/OK) := W (OK)⊗OK K/OK.
By Hida (see Thm. 3.2, [19], we recall that we are under the assumption N ≥ 5), assuming that
p - N(k− 2)! (or equivalently, p - N and k ≤ p+ 1) the OK-module W (OK) (resp. V (OK)) is finite, free
and self-dual with respect to the perfect pairing given by the cup product.
The double coset operators of Sl2(Z) act on the OK-module W (OK) and this action is compatible with
the action of the double coset operators on the space of classical cuspidal eigenforms of weight k and
level N (see sec. 8.3 in [26]). In other words, Eichler and Shimura (see sec. 8.3, [26]) proved that the
OK-module W (OK) (resp. V (OK)) is invariant under the action of the full Hecke algebra acting on the
space of cusp forms of weight k ≥ 2 and level Γ1(N) (resp. level Γ1(N)∩Γ0(l)). Now, let α be the map

α : W (K/OK)⊕2 → V (K/OK)

induced by the inclusions of Γ1(N) ∩ Γ0(l) in Γ1(N) via the identity and the conjugation by

(
l 0
0 1

)
.

As a generalization of Ihara’s lemma (see lemma 3.2, [20]), Diamond proved (see lemma 3.2, [11]) the
following:

Lemma 2.8. (Diamond) The map α is injective.

Diamond proved this lemma, which is a fundamental step in the proof of level raising for classical
cusp eigenforms of weight k ≥ 2, to deduce that if the level raising condition holds then there exists a
non-trivial congruence module Ω in V (K/OK), i.e. Ω is a non-trivial TN,l-submodule of V (K/OK) whose
action of TN,l factors through Tl-new

N,l and Tl-old
N,l . Moreover, there is an isomorphism Ω ∼= Ker(β ◦ α)

where β is the adjoint map of α given by the standard cup product on the cohomology groups.
Since we want to prove that the level raising congruence can be obtained preserving the Dirichlet char-
acter χ associated to the diamond operators, we will first restrict ourself to the χ-invariant submodules
of the parabolic cohomology groups defined above.
Indeed, the OK-module W (OK) has a natural action of the group associated to diamond operators
Γ0(N)/Γ1(N) ∼= (Z/NZ)× (via double coset operators, see chap. 8 in [26]). For any Dirichlet character
ψ : (Z/NZ)× → (OK)×, we define

W (OK)(ψ) := {v ∈W (OK) : h · v = ψ(h)v for all h ∈ (Z/NZ)×}.

Morever, we define W (K/OK)(ψ) := W (OK)(ψ) ⊗OK K/OK. The OK-submodule W (K/OK)(ψ) (resp.
V (K/OK)(ψ)) inherits a natural structure of TN -module (resp. TN,l-module).
The assumption that the odd prime p does not divide ϕ(N) ensures us that the Hecke submodule
W (OK)(ψ) of cocycle classes on which the group (Z/NZ)× acts via the Dirichlet character ψ is a direct
summand of W (OK). In order to see this, it is enough to observe that that there exist, in the OK-algebra
TN , the idempotent eψ : W (OK)→W (OK)(ψ) given by eψ = 1

ϕ(N)

∑
g∈(Z/NZ)× ψ(g−1)g.

The theory of cohomological congruence modules developed by Diamond (see [11]) works with fixed
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character once assumed that p does not divide ϕ(N).
Indeed, under the extra hypothesis p - ϕ(N), the restriction of α to (W (K/OK)(χ))⊕2 gives us an
injective map

α(χ) : (W (K/OK)(χ))⊕2 → V (K/OK)(χ).

As for α, we can associate to the map α(χ) a well defined congruence module Ω(χ) ∼= Ker(β(χ) ◦ α(χ)),
where β(χ) is the adjoint map associated to α(χ) with respect to the cup product (see also sec. 3, [12]).
Now, we define Wf := W (K/OK)[I]. We recall that if R is a commutative ring, I an ideal and M is an
R-module, we define M [I] = {m ∈M : Im = 0}.
The OK-module Wf has a natural structure of TN -module, and it is contained in W (K/OK)(χ).
Hence, the assumption p - ϕ(N) allows us to restrict ourself to work with Hecke submodules of W (K/OK)
on which the diamond operators act via the character χ.
By these considerations, from now on, we will simplify the notation by dropping the superscript for the
fixed character χ; in other words, from now on α = α(χ) and similar for W (K/OK)(χ), V (K/OK)(χ)and
Ω(χ). We can now continue the proof.
The chain of inclusion (πr) ⊆ I ⊂M induces:

W (K/OK)[πr] ⊇Wf ⊇W (K/OK)[M].

The characteristic of TN/I is a power of p, in particular we have the following chain of inclusions of
ideals in TN :

(πr) ⊆ I ⊆M.

The action of TN on Wf factors through the quotient TN/I. Because of the Gorenstein assumption, a
result in commutative algebra (see Lemma 2.9) will ensure us that Wf is a faithful TN/I-module, or in
other words AnnTN

(Wf ) = I. We will prove this in the next section, now we will complete the proof of
the main theorem.
We can finally apply Ribet’s analysis in the cohomological context. We recall that we dropped the
notation for the fixed character but we are always working with scalar diamond operators coming from
the definition of the Hecke algebras TN and TN,l acting faithfully on the space of cusp forms of character
χ and respective level N and lN .
Hence, in order to get a TN,l-module which will lead to the level raising of f , we will embed Wf in
W (K/OK)⊕2 with a slightly modified antidiagonal embedding “adεk,χ” which will depend on (LRC)ε (in
the sense that it will depend on ε) and then we will apply α.
Since Rl is invertible, we define the embedding:

ad
(ε)
k,χ : W (K/OK) ↪→W (K/OK)⊕2

x 7→ (x,−εl2−kRlx)

Note that if k = 2 and χ = 1, the embedding adε2,1 (which sends x to (x,−εx)) coincides with the
embedding considered by Ribet (see [24]) and by Tsaknias and Wiese (see [28]) in the context of
analogous modular Jacobian varieties (we recall anyway that Ribet already observed in his article (see
[24]) that his argument is entirely cohomological).
Now, applying α we can define Vf := α(adεk,χ(Wf )) ⊆ V (K/OK). First, we want to show that Vf is
Hecke stable, i.e. it inherits the structure of TN,l-module from the standard Hecke action of TN,l on
V (K/OK). Since α commutes with the action of the Hecke operators Tn with (n, l) = 1 and with the
automorphism Rl, we have that Vf is TN,l-stable if it is stable under the action of the operator Ul.
The action of the operator Ul on W (K/OK)⊕2 coincides with the action of the operator Ul on the l-old
space of classical cusp forms of level lN , i.e. it is given by the 2× 2 matrix (see [11]):

Ul|W (K/OK)⊕2 =

(
Tl lk−1

−l2−kSl 0

)
.
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Finally, we can check that Vf is Ul-invariant:

fix x ∈Wf and let y = α(ad
(ε)
k,χ(x)) = α((x,−εl2−kRlx)), we have that (since α is injective)

Ul(y) = Ul(α(adεk,χ)) = α

((
Tl lk−1

−l2−kSl 0

)(
x

−εl2−kRlx

))
= α

((
Tlx− εlRlx
−l2−kSlx

))

Since (LRC)ε holds, we have that:

α

((
Tlx− εlRlx
−l2−kSlx

))
= α

((
ε(l + 1)Rlx− εlRlx
−l2−kRl2ε2x

))

= α

((
εRl 0
0 εRl

)(
x

−εl2−kRlx

))
= εRly.

The operator Rl is a scalar, and so Vf is a well-defined TN,l-module.
Hence, the action of TN,l on Vf is represented by a OK-algebra homomorphism g : TN,l → OK/(π

r).
The last thing to prove is that g factors through Tl-new

N,l . Since the raising level condition is satisfied,
there exists a non-trivial congruence module Ω inside V (K/OK), i.e. a TN,l-module whose TN,l-action
factors both through Tl-old

N,l and Tl-new
N,l . By construction, we have that the action of TN,l on Vf factors

through Tl-old
N,l , hence we will prove directly that Vf is contained in Ω, which concludes the proof. Indeed,

since Ker(TN,l → Tl-new
N,l ) is contained in the annihilator of Ω (as TN,l -module), if Vf ⊆ Ω then the

corresponding contravariant inclusion of annihilators proves that the action factors via Tl-new
N,l .

The above claim follows directly from the injectivity of α. In particular, it follows from lemma 2.8 that
Ω = Ker(β◦α) where β is the adjoint of α with respect to the standard pairing given by the cup product
on W (K/OK) and on V (K/OK). Indeed, explicitly we have (see [11]) that the map:

β ◦ α : W (K/OK)⊕2 →W (K/OK)⊕2

is given by the matrix (
l + 1 lk−2TlS

−1
l

Tl lk−2(l + 1)

)
acting on W (K/OK)⊕2. So in order to show that Vf is contained in Ω = Ker(β ◦ α) we will prove
explicitly that if y ∈ Vf then (β ◦ α)(y) = 0. Now, since Lemma 2.8 holds, we have an isomorphism
(by definition) between adεk,χ(Wf ) and Vf , so any y ∈ Vf can be written as (x,−εl2−kRlx) for a unique
x ∈Wf . Finally,

(β ◦ α)(y) =

(
l + 1 lk−2TlS

−1
l

Tl lk−2(l + 1)

)(
x

−εl2−kRlx

)
=

(
((l + 1)− εRl−1Tl)x
(Tl − ε(l + 1)Rl)x

)
=

(
0
0

)
where the last step holds because Rl is an automorphism and the raising level condition holds, i.e.
Tl − ε(l + 1)Rl ∈ AnnT(Wf ) = I = Ker(f). This implies that g factors through Tl-new

N,l and the proof is
complete.

Remark 2.6. Diamond (see Thm. 2 in [11]) proved that if f is a classical newform of level N ≥ 5,

weight k ≥ 2 and character χ, which satisfies the level raising condition (LRC)
2

modulo πr at a prime l
(as usual, not dividing pN) then there exist a family {gi}Mi=1, for some positive integer M , of l-newforms

of level lN such that f ≡ gi mod πdi and
∑M
i=1 di ≥ r. Using Theorem 2.7 it is possible to deduce more

information about the coefficients di whose existence was predicted by Diamond. Indeed, for every i,
the congruence f ≡ gi mod πdi can be seen as a level raising congruence of cuspidal eigenforms modulo
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πdi , and as such we deduce that (LRC)ε has to be satisfied modulo πdi for some ε ∈ {±1}. Then we
have an upper bound for the coefficients di:

maxi{di} ≤ max{vπ(al(f)− (l + 1)l
k−2
2 ζ); vπ(al(f) + (l + 1)l

k−2
2 ζ)}

where, as before, ζ ∈ OK satisfies ζ2 = χ(l).

2.5 A result in commutative algebra

Let p be an odd prime and let K be a finite extension of Qp. Let H be a finitely generated, free OK-
module, and let R ⊆ EndOK(H) be a commutative OK-subalgebra.
Consider the OK-module W := H ⊗OK K/OK. The ring R naturally acts on W via the left action on
H, hence W has a natural structure of R-module. Assume that H is a (finite) free R-module of rank s.
The following result is probably well known but we were not able to find it in the literature so we will
prove it.

Lemma 2.9. Let h be an element of the set HomOK-Alg(R,OK/(π
r)) an let I = Ker(h) and M be

the unique maximal ideal containing I. Assume that the localization RM is a Gorenstein ring, i.e.
HomOK(RM,OK) is a free RM-module of rank 1.
Then W [I] = {w ∈W : Iw = 0} is a faithful R/I-module, or equivalently AnnR(W [I]) = I.

Remark 2.7. We can apply the above lemma in the context of cuspidal eigenforms modulo prime
powers. Namely H is the parabolic cohomology group that we denoted by W (OK), R is the Hecke
algebra TN and h = f , which gives us the faithfulness of W [I] = Wf as R/I-module. A study of W in
weight 2 (in terms of Jacobians attached to modular curves) can be found in an article of Tilouine (see
Thm. 3.4 and cor. (1), [27]).

Proof. Since R is commutative, the inclusions of ideals (πr) ⊆ I ⊂ M induce a chain of inclusions of
R-modules:

W [M] ⊆W [I] ⊆W [πr].

Let Taπ(W ) = lim←−W [πn] be the π-adic Tate module associated to W . Since W [πr] and H/πrH are
isomorphic as R-modules and the action of R on both modules is compatible with the transition maps
of the projective sytems, we have a canonical isomorphism of R-modules Taπ(W ) ∼= H. We define Z as
the localization of Taπ(W ) at M.
We have that Z is a finitely generated, free RM-module of rank s. The localized ring RM is Gorenstein,
or equivalently there is an isomorphism of RM-modules RM ∼= HomOK(RM,OK). As usual, let W [πr]M
be the RM-module obtained by localization of W [πr] at M. We have a chain of isomorphisms of RM-
modules:

W [πr]M ∼= Z�(πr)Z ∼=
(
RM�(πr)RM

)⊕s ∼= HomOK

(
RM�(πr)RM

,OK�(πr)

)⊕s
,

where the last isomorphism of RM-modules holds because of the extension of scalars property for
homomorphism modules (see Prop. 10, chpt. 1, [4]). The inclusion of ideals (πr) ⊆ I and the exactness
of the localization functor induce the isomorphism of RM-modules:

W [I]M ∼= HomOK

(
RM�(πr)RM

,OK�(πr)

)
[I]⊕s.

Moreover, the action of RM on W [I]M factors through the quotient RM/IRM, and so the above
isomorphism is an isomorphism of RM/IRM-modules.
We observe that, since πr ∈ I, there exists an ideal Ī of R/(πr)R such that:

R�(πr)�Ī
∼= R�I.
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The OK-algebra homomorphism h is surjective and it factors through the quotient by its kernel, so R/I
is isomorphic (as a ring) to OK/(π

r) which is a local ring, hence R/I is a local ring as well. By the
exactness of the localization functor we have a ring isomorphism RM/IRM ∼= R/I.
It follows that we have an isomorphism of R/I-modules:

W [I] ∼= W [I]M ∼= HomOK

((
RM�(πr)RM

)
�ĪRM,

OK�(πr)

)⊕s
∼= HomOK

(
RM�IRM,

OK�(πr)

)⊕s
∼= HomOK

(
R�I,

OK�(πr)

)⊕s
,

so W [I] is a faithful R/I-module and the proof is complete.

Now, we want to identify a cuspidal eigenform modulo πr of generic level N (not divisible by p) with
a unique class of Hecke submodules of W [πr]. In order to do so we will make use of lemma 2.7. We will
again state the result in the context of commutative algebra. We keep the same setting as the previous
lemma. If J is an ideal of R which is contained in a unique maximal ideal, we will denote such maximal
ideal as MJ . We define the set:

B :=
{
M ⊆W [πr] R-submodule : R�AnnR(M)

∼= OK�(πr) as OK-algebras; RMAnnR(M)
is Gorenstein

}
.

Let ∼ be the equivalence relation on B given by: M ∼ N if and only if AnnR(N) = AnnR(M). We
have the following lemma:

Lemma 2.10. Define the map between sets as follows:

ϕ : A :=
{
h ∈ HomOK-Alg

(
R,OK�(πr)

)
: RMKer(h)

is Gorenstein
}
−→ B�∼

h 7−→ (W [Ker(h)])∼

where the symbol (·)∼ denotes the class under the equivalence ∼.
Then ϕ is a bijection.

Proof. First we prove the injectivity of ϕ. Take h1 and h2 in A and assume that ϕ(h1) = ϕ(h2). Then by
definition we have that (W [Ker(h1)])∼ = (W [Ker(h2)])∼ and so AnnR(W [Ker(h1)]) = AnnR(W [Ker(h2)]).
By lemma 2.9, we deduce that Ker(h1) = Ker(h2) and hence the injectivity follows.
For the surjectivity, let (M)∼ ∈ B and denote by JM the annihilator AnnR(M). Then the natu-
ral projection hM : R → R/JM satisfies hM ∈ A and ϕ(hM ) = (W [JM ])∼. Again by lemma 2.9,
AnnR(W [JM ]) = JM and so (W [JM ])∼ = (M)∼. This completes the proof.

Remark 2.8. The above lemma formalizes the idea behind the proof of the main result of the article.
Applying it to H = W (OK), and R = TN gives us the bijective correspondence between cuspidal
eigenforms modulo prime powers of level N and certain classes of Hecke modules related to the first
cohomology group involved in the classical Eichler-Shimura isomorphism.

3 Examples

All the following computations were made using MAGMA (see [3]) and the LMFDB database (see
[LMFDB]).
We will keep the same notation as before, i.e. k ≥ 2 and N ≥ 5 are integers, p is an odd prime and K
is a sufficiently big finite extension of Qp.
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In this section we will present examples related to level raising, underlining the difference between full
level raising and partial level raising and connecting Theorem 2.7 and Diamond’s Theorem 3.1, which
we now state completely:

Theorem 3.1. Let f be a newform of level N , weight k, character χ and coefficients in K satisfying
the level raising condition (LRC)2 at a prime l modulo πr, i.e. al(f)2 − (l + 1)2lk−2χ(l) ≡ 0 mod πr.
Assume that p - lNϕ(N)(k − 2)!.
Then there exists a finite family of positive integers di and distinct l-newforms gi of level lN (i.e. with
respect to the congruence subgroup Γ1(N) ∩ Γ0(l)) such that:

(i) f ≡ gi mod πdi

(ii)
∑
i

di ≥ r

Let f be a cuspidal eigenform satisfying the hypothesis of the above theorem. We will say that f
satisfies the full level raising condition modulo πr at a prime l if, applying Theorem 2.8, we have that
there exists an index i and a l-newform gi such that f ≡ gi mod πr, i.e. di = r.

3.1 Full level raising modulo prime powers

Consider the complex vector space S4(Γ0(22))new, it has dimension 3. Let f be the newform whose
q-expansion is f(q) = q − 2q2 − 7q3 + 4q4 − 19q5 + 14q6 . . . , it has Q as coefficient field.
For the primes l = 5 and p = 7, the form f satisfies the following level raising conditions:

(LRC)2 : a5(f)2 − (5 + 1)252 ≡ 0 mod 72,

(LRC)+ : a5(f)− (5 + 1)5 ≡ 0 mod 72,

(LRC)− : a5(f) + (5 + 1)5 6≡ 0 mod 7,

indeed note that, by Lemma 2.6, these conditions are equivalent since p does not divide l + 1.
In accordance with Diamond’s result, we find a newform g ∈ S4(Γ0(110))new such that f is congruent
to g modulo 72, i.e. aq(f) ≡ aq(g) mod 72 for all primes q 6= 2, 5, 7, 11.
Now, denote by T110 the Hecke algebra of level Γ0(110). As predicted by our result (see Thm.2.7) there
is a cuspidal eigenform modulo 72 of level 110, say h : T110 → Z7/7

2Z7, such that h as Z7-algebra
homomorphism factors through the Z7-algebra T7-new

110 (because in particular, it factors through Tnew
110 ).

As ring homomorphism, the eigenform h lifts in characteristic 0, in particular it is nothing else than the
reduction of the classical newform g modulo 72.
Here is a list of other examples of full level raising, everything is in accordance with Theorem 2.7 and
Theorem 2.8:

(1) Let f(q) = q − 2q2 − 5q3 − 4q4 + . . . be the unique newform in S4(Γ0(23))new with rational co-
efficients. Then f satisfies the level raising condition (LRC)2 and (LRC)− modulo 53 at l = 13.

(2) Let f(q) = q − 5q2 − 7q3 + 17q4 − 7q5 + . . . be the unique newform in S4(Γ0(13))new with ra-
tional coefficients. Let l = 23 and p = 3, then f satisfies at l the conditions (LRC)2 modulo 35, (LRC)−
modulo 3 and (LRC)+ modulo 34. Note that the conditions are not equivalent since vp(l+ 1) = 1. It is
an example of full level raising not with respect of the condition (LRC)2, but with respect to (LRC)+.
There is indeed a congruence modulo 34 between f and a 23-newform of level 299. In particular, this
example shows why the conditions (LRC)ε for ε ∈ {±1} are the level raising conditions that need to be
considered in the prime powers case.

3.2 Partial level raising modulo prime powers

As before, consider the 3-dimensional complex vector space S4(Γ0(22))new. Let f ∈ S4(Γ0(22))new be
the newform whose q-expansion is f(q) = q+ 2q2 + q3 + 4q4− 3q5 + 2q6 . . . , it has Q as coefficient field.
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It turns out that for the primes l = 5 and p = 3 the form f satisfies the following non-equivalent level
raising conditions:

(LRC)2 : a5(f)2 − (5 + 1)252 ≡ 0 mod 34,

(LRC)+ : a5(f)− (5 + 1)5 ≡ 0 mod 3,

(LRC)− : a5(f) + (5 + 1)5 ≡ 0 mod 33.

In accordance with Diamond’s theorem (see Thm.2 in [11]), we find that there exists a family of 5-
newforms {gi : i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} such that gi ≡ f mod 3 if i 6= 5 and g5 ≡ f mod 32. More precisely,
g1, g2, g3, g4 are newforms of level 110 and g5 is a newform of level 10:

g1(q) = q + 2q2 + q3 + 4q4 + 5q5 + 2q6 + 23q7 + 8q8 . . . , g1 ≡ f mod 3

g2(q) = q + 2q2 + 7q3 + 4q4 − 5q5 + 14q6 + 1q7 + 8q8 . . . , g2 ≡ f mod 3

g3(q) = q + 2q2 − 8q3 + 4q4 − 5q5 − 16q6 + 26q7 + 8q8 . . . , g3 ≡ f mod 32

g4(q) = q − 2q2 + 4q3 + 4q4 + 5q5 − 8q6 + 20q7 − 8q8 . . . , g4 ≡ f mod 3

g5(q) = q + 2q2 − 8q3 + 4q4 + 5q5 − 16q6 − 4q7 + 8q8 . . . , g5 ≡ f mod 3

This gives an example of a strict inequality in the relation
∑
i di ≥ r where in this case r = 4 and di = 1

for i 6= 5 and d5 = 2. Note that there are no congruences modulo 34 as predicted.
Concerning the more general case of cuspidal eigenforms modulo prime powers, everything behaves
according to our theorem 2.7. In particular, the level raising condition (LRC)−, which holds modulo
3, gives rise to a cuspidal eigenform modulo 3 which is 5-new, we call it h1 : T110 → Z3/3Z3 such that
f ≡ h1 mod 3 and the level raising condition (LRC)+, which holds modulo 33, gives rise to a cuspidal
eigenform modulo 33 which is 5-new, say h2 : T110 → Z3/3

3Z3 such that f ≡ h2 mod 33.
Note that, as predicted by the Deligne-Serre’s lifting lemma, the h1 lifts in characteristic 0 as Z3-algebra
homomorphism while h2 does not since there are no congruence modulo 33 between f and classical 5-
newforms of level 110. Hence, this gives a counterexample for the full level raising even when the level
raising condition (LRC)2 is replaced by the condition (LRC)ε for some ε ∈ {±1}. Nevertheless, it is inter-
esting to observe that in this case the cuspidal eigenform modulo 33 that we called h2 and which does not
lift in characteristic 0 (as a ring homomorphism) can be recovered by a linear combination of the classical
5-newforms of Diamond’s theorem. More specifically, we have that h2 ≡ f + 3g2 + 5g3 + 18g4 mod 33.
The cusp form f+3g2 +5g3 +18g4 is not an eigenform in characteristic zero but it becomes an eigenform
when reduced modulo 33.
Here is another example of partial level raising, everything is in accordance with Theorem 2.7 and
Theorem 2.8:

Let f(q) = q + 2q2 + 4q4 − 6q5 − 16q7 + . . . be the unique newform in S4(Γ0(18))new. Then f sat-
isfies the following non-equivalent level raising conditions for p = 5 at l = 29:

(LRC)2 : a29(f)2 − (29 + 1)2292 ≡ 0 mod 53,

(LRC)+ : a29(f)− (29 + 1)29 ≡ 0 mod 52,

(LRC)− : a29(f) + (29 + 1)29 ≡ 0 mod 5.

It is an example of partial level raising because there are no congruences modulo 52 between f and
29-newforms of level 522.
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